
 

 

12 BAR BLUES LESSON PLAN  
LESSON 2 

This lesson plan is designed to be read in conjunction with the explanation and videos found at 

timtopham.com/blues . If you’re looking for more detail about how to teach this lesson (this is just 

a summary), please head to that page.  

IMPROVISING 

● Show the student the C Blues Scale. Aim to use fingers 1 + 3.  

 

● Get the student to practice this up and down over 2 octaves, starting at 1 note per minim 

(half note) beat, while you play the chords and/or with the backing track  

● When they are confident, they can play to a crotchet (quarter note) pulse.  

● Remind them that they don’t have to play these notes in order now. They can go forward 

and backward, up and down, repeat notes, skip notes - do anything, as long as they are 

playing those notes.  

● Compliment them and enjoy their ‘mistakes’.  

● If you hear them play something cool, tell them about it and ask them to repeat it - they 

won’t necessarily realise. This is called a “lick” in jazz and they should repeat things that 

sound good. 

● Try playing in different registers - what sounds the best?  

PUTTING IT TOGETHER 

● Now that the student can play both the chord accompaniment (they can comp) and the 

improvisation, it’s time to jam!  
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● Put on the backing track and play along. If you have two pianos, you comp on one piano 

while the student improvises and then swap. If you only have one piano, you can both play 

as a duet.  

HOME PRACTICE FOR LESSONS 1 & 2 

Now that they can play the blues, here are the things I ask my students to do for practice:  

● Record themselves playing the chord progression on their phone and listen back to their 

recording with headphones while they improvise on the piano 

● If they have iReal Pro (I encourage all my students to download it), get them to play along 

to the backing track - either the chords or improvising 

● If they don't have iReal Pro, they can play along to the exported iReal Pro backing track (if 

you want a copy of mine you can use, head to timtopham.com/blues) 

● If another member of the family/friend plays an instrument, get your student to teach the 

other person how to improvise on their instrument (great learning experience when it 

comes to transposing instruments!) and then they can play along with each other. 

EAGER FOR MORE?  

● For more information and videos about teaching the blues like this, head to 

timtopham.com/blues. 

● This is just modules 1 and 2 of my 10-part course on Teaching the Blues which is 

available to Members of my Inner Circle.  

● If you’re looking for extension activities for more advanced students or just interested in 

finding out what to do next, make sure you get this course. 

● The course modules include:  

○ Exploring other common LH blues patterns  
○ New improvising ideas including triplet rhythms, licks and slides 
○ Playing the blues in other keys 
○ Adding 7ths and 9ths to the chords 
○ Off-beat comping 
○ The blues 3rds walkup pattern for RH 
○ Playing chords in LH while improvising in RH 
○ Summary - where to next? 

● You can get access today and take 10% off a monthly or annual membership by 

using the coupon code ILOVEBLUES at checkout. Click here to find out more. 
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TopMusicPro helps music teachers grow into confident, in-demand creative music educators 

who run thriving, profitable studios and enjoy a life-long, professional teaching career.
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